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DEFINITIONS

3SC System Safety and Security Committee

Commission European Commission

DCN Document Change Notice

DOORS Dynamical Object-Oriented Requirements Systems

EDAS EGNOS Data Access System

EGNOS European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service

ESA European Space Agency

EUROCONTROL European Organisation for the Safety of Air Navigation

FOC Full Operational Capability

FP7 Seventh Framework Programme for Research and Development 
of the European Union

GKMF GNSS Knowledge Management Facility

GNSS Global Navigation Satellite System

GNSS Regulation Regulation (EC) No. 683/2008 of the European Parliament and 
the Council on the further implementation of the European 
satellite navigation programmes (EGNOS and Galileo)

GSA European GNSS Supervisory Authority

GSA Regulation Council Regulation (EC) No. 1321/2004 on the establishment of 
structures for the management of the European satellite radio-
navigation programmes, as amended by Council Regulation (EC) 
No. 1942/2006

GSAP Galileo Security Accreditation Panel

GSB Galileo Security Board

GSC GNSS Security Centre

GSMC Galileo Security Monitoring Centre

IOV In-Orbit Validation

Joint Action Council Joint Action 2004/552/CFSP of 12 July 2004 on aspects 
of the operation of the European satellite radio-navigation 
system affecting the security of the European Union

MEDA MEDiterranean Area

NRSCC National Remote Sensing Center of China

PRS Public Regulated Service

SESAR Single European Sky ATM Research

SME Small and Medium-sized Enterprise

SSRS System specific Security Requirements Statements
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1 INTRODUCTION

The GSA Regulation sets up the GSA, whose role has evolved over the last couple of 
years. 

The termination of the Galileo concession on 20 June 2007 and the entry into force of 
the GNSS Regulation on 25 July 2008 have led to a redefinition of the GSA's tasks. The
GNSS Regulation restructures the governance of the European GNSS programmes, 
based on a clear division of tasks between the Commission, the GSA and the ESA. It 
confers on the Commission the responsibility for the management of the European 
GNSS programmes and establishes that ESA shall act as procurement agent1. As 
regards the GSA, the GNSS Regulation confers on the GSA the tasks of security 
accreditation, contribution to the preparation of the commercialisation of the systems, 
including the necessary market analysis, and the accomplishment of other tasks that 
may be entrusted by the Commission.

2 LEGAL REFERENCE FOR THE WORK PROGRAMME 2010
The GSA Regulation states that the Administrative Board shall adopt, by 30 November 
each year and after receiving the Commission's opinion, the work programme of the 
[GSA] for the coming year and forward it to the Member States, the European 
Parliament, the Council and the Commission. This work programme shall be adopted 
without prejudice to the annual Community budgetary procedure.2

The present Work Programme 2010 is a revision of the Provisional Work Programme 
approved by the Administrative Board in March 2009.3

The Work Programme 2010 reflects the tasks that are entrusted to the GSA in light of 
the GNSS Regulation. Furthermore, it takes into account (1) the European GNSS 
Strategic Framework4 and Work Programme 20095 prepared by the Commission; and 
(2) the guidelines issued by the Commission in accordance with Article 16 GNSS 
Regulation.6 It has been reviewed in consultation with the Commission. The guidelines 
are attached to the present document as Annex 1.

3 MISSION AND TASKS OF THE GSA

The overall mission of the GSA is being reviewed in an amendment of the GSA 
Regulation that the Commission has presented in 2009. Until the adoption of such 
amendment, the GSA's mission is considered to be shaped by the GSA's role defined in 
the GNSS Regulation.

 
1 ESA shall also act as design authority for the European GNSS programmes. See Commission Decision 
C(2008)8371 of 12 December 2008 adopting the 2008 Work Programme of the European satellite radio-
navigation programmes (EGNOS and Galileo) and Commission Decision C(2008)8378 of 12 December 2008 
adopting the Strategic Framework of the GNSS Programmes.
2 Article 6(b) GSA Regulation.
3 Doc GSA-AB-0903-19-05.
4 Approved by the European GNSS Programmes Committee in September 2008.
5 Approved by the European GNSS Programmes Committee in February 2009.
6 "Commission guidelines to the European GNSS Supervisory Authority," C(2009)1153 final, 25 February 
2009.
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As regards the tasks of the GSA in the GNSS Regulation, Article 16 thereof provides the 
following:

"Subject to the provisions of Article 12 [GNSS Regulation] and the respect of the 
Commission's role as manager of the programmes, the [GSA] shall accomplish the 
following tasks within the programmes in accordance with guidelines to be issued by 
the Commission:

(a) with regard to the security of the programmes, and without prejudice to 
Articles 13 and 14 [GNSS Regulation], it shall ensure:

(i) security accreditation; to that effect it shall initiate and monitor the 
implementation of security procedures and perform system security 
audits;

(ii) the operation of the Galileo security centre, implemented in 
accordance with decisions taken pursuant to Article 13 [GNSS 
Regulation] and the instructions provided under Joint Action 
2004/552/CFSP;

(b) it shall contribute to the preparation of the commercialisation of the 
systems, including the necessary market analysis;

(c) it shall also accomplish other tasks that may be entrusted to it by the 
Commission, in accordance with Article 54(2)(b) of the Financial Regulation, 
addressing specific issues linked to the programmes, such as:

(i) promoting applications and services in the satellite navigation 
market;

(ii) ensuring that the components of the systems are certified by the 
appropriate, duly authorised, certification bodies."

4 LONG-TERM VISION AND STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES 

The vision and strategy that constitute the background of the Work Programme 2010 
are based on the Commission's European GNSS Strategic Framework and the GSA's 
experience of the programmes and knowledge of the Council, European Parliament and 
Commission forward-looking positions.

Vision

 Satellite radio-navigation applications will affect and profoundly alter the 
mobility and security of people and goods.

 The foreseeable integration of a reasonably accurate positioning device into 
every mobile telephone will make possible a fundamental transformation of the 
ways society deals with the dimensions of time and space.
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 Europe's initiative to build up a new generation of global navigation satellite 
systems will lay the foundations for new high-tech industry development, job 
creation and overall economic growth.

 Galileo has every possibility of becoming a universal system driven by Europe.

 The GSA will contribute to the EU reaping the benefits of EGNOS and Galileo 
through the preparation and promotion of the services and through initiatives 
aiming at the development of new applications.

 The GSA will contribute to the overall security of the systems through the 
accreditation of the system' elements and the management of the security 
monitoring centre.

Strategic objectives

The Work Programme 2010 has been designed to reflect the activities that need to be 
carried out in 2010 towards the achievement of the following main strategic 
objectives:7

 ensure that all prerequisites for secure systems operation are in place in time 
to protect the Galileo assets and to guarantee the confidentiality,8 integrity and 
availability of the provided services;

 ensure, through the implementation of an accreditation process, the suitable 
mitigation of the risks affecting the security of the Galileo system and the 
lowering of the residual vulnerabilities;

 ensure that all prerequisites for an efficient operation and extensive utilisation 
of the systems are in place in time for the exploitation phase;

 create deep knowledge and understanding of the GNSS market to stimulate the 
successful market uptake, especially of the applications with high potential for 
economic, social and public benefit; and

 foster the services of the European GNSS systems, with focus on EGNOS as 
forerunner of Galileo.

5 MAIN ASSUMPTIONS OF THE WORK PROGRAMME 2010

The Work Programme 2010 has been drafted on the basis of the following main 
assumptions9:

Galileo:

 IOV will continue in 2010 (at least one satellite launch in 2010).

 
7 The strategic objectives are mid/long-term objectives aiming at the full operational capability and 
exploitation of the European GNSS. 
8 "Confidentiality" in the present context means the need to protect against unwarranted disclosure of 
information associated to the service.
9 These assumptions reflect the current understanding of the GSA.
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 The procurement contracts for the deployment of satellite and rockets and for 
system integration will be concluded in 2009 (at least segment prime 
contracts).

 Initial services, including the open service, will be provided as of 2013.

 Studies and analyses with regard to the structuring of the operational and 
exploitation phase will start in 2009, aiming at preliminary conclusions in early 
2010.

 The validation of the Galileo IOV system security design will be completed in 
2010, in time for the preparation of the authorization to launch the first IOV 
satellites.

 The hosting of the GSMC will be decided in 2010, in order to ensure the 
availability of the centre in time for initial system operations in 2011.

 The PRS Pilot Project priorities will be implemented as of 2010.

EGNOS:

 The EGNOS exploitation phase will start in 2009. 

 The certification process for civil aviation will be concluded in mid-2010 (i.e., 
system and service provider certification, security accreditation).

 EGNOS will be ready for service for civil aviation in 2010.

 There will be a boost of promotional activities in the first quarter of 2010.

FP7:

 The FP7 3rd call will be published in 2011, with a budget of €38 million.

6 PRIORITIES IN 2010

Security accreditation

§ Accreditation of the IOV elements and participation at Galileo procurement reviews
on accreditation-related matters.

PRS User Segment

§ Preparation of the critical elements of the PRS user segment so that PRS can be used 
as soon as Galileo is operational.

GSMC

§ Preparation of the hosting facilities for the GSMC.

Contribution to the preparation of the commercialisation of the systems
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§ Promotion of EGNOS and preparation of the necessary service elements for EDAS 
and for the most promising user communities.

§ Support to the Commission on preparing the Galileo exploitation phase.

FP7 of research and development on GNSS

§ Launch of the FP7 3rd call and management of the portfolio of projects from the 1st

and 2nd calls.

7 OUTLINE OF THE WORK PROGRAMME 2010

The following section provides a description of the activities the GSA expects to perform 
in 2010 under the control of the Administrative Board and in accordance with the 
guidelines of the Commission. An overview of the major milestones of the GSA's
activities until FOC is presented in Annex 2. The Work Programme 2010 shall be read
under such mid-term perspective.

The Work Programme 2010 is based on the resources that the GSA expects to have in 
2010, as presented in the Budget and Establishment Plan 201010 submitted to the 
Administrative Board together with this Work Programme. If the expected resources fail 
to materialise and/or the specific guidelines issued by the Commission entail significant 
increases of effort, the extent and priorities of the Work Programme 2010 will have to 
be adjusted accordingly.

7.1 Security

In 2010, the main systems security activities for the GSA will be related to: i) security 
accreditation; ii) GNSS security requirements; iii) EGNOS safety certification; iv) PRS 
user segment; v) GSMC; vi) European GNSS technology control regime; and vii) GNSS 
Security Board and associated working groups.

7.1.1 Systems security

7.1.1.1 Galileo security accreditation

The GSA established the GSAP in 2008 to support the GSA on all technical and 
operational activities required for the accreditation of the systems. The GSA chairs the 
GSAP and provides secretarial and technical support to it. In 2010, the accreditation 
activities will focus on site accreditation, system accreditation and component 
accreditation.

 
10 GSA-AB-09-03-19-07 rev.1.
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Main tasks in 2010

§ Coordinating the work of the GSAP;

§ Participation at the Galileo procurement reviews on accreditation-related 
matters;

§ Review of the technical documents needed for Galileo security accreditation at 
system, segment and element level;

§ Assessment of the security of the system design and system deployment and 
associated risks and production of the respective accreditation reports;

§ Conduct site security accreditation inspections; and

§ Participation at and analysis of results of security audit (statements of 
compliance) at system, site and component level.

7.1.1.2 GNSS security requirements

The technical support for the evolution of the Galileo SSRS will have to be maintained in 
2010 for the preparation of the IOV accreditation and for the Galileo FOC through the 
procurement contracts. This task includes the maintenance of a DOORS database, 
providing support for the update of the GNSS security policies, the establishment of any 
relevant EGNOS security-related requirements and the update of specific security 
documentation.

Main tasks in 2010

§ Maintenance of the SSRS DOORS database for security accreditation purposes;

§ Support in updating the Galileo SSRS from version 3.7 to the official one that 
will serve as final reference for the FOC phase, and associated DCNs; 

§ Support in updating the GNSS (Galileo and EGNOS) security policies, threats
and vulnerabilities analysis and risk assessment;

§ Support in establishing any relevant EGNOS security-related requirements; and

§ Support in updating specific system security documentation11.

 
11 Set of directives, regulations and standards that are required to be followed by law or otherwise enforced 
through regulations
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7.1.2 PRS user segment

The deployment of Galileo has now started and the PRS should enter into operations as 
of the end of 2013. The first PRS signal in space broadcast is expected to be available 
for validation and testing purposes mid-2011. The PRS user segment must be prepared 
in parallel with the Galileo infrastructure deployment so that PRS can be used as soon 
as Galileo is operational.

To that aim, in 2008, the concept of the PRS Pilot Project was launched, targeted at the 
validation of PRS operational and users' functions and to the acceleration of preparatory 
activities in Member States. The overall objective of the PRS Pilot Project could be, if 
the Commission approves its go-ahead, to perform, in a single framework, an optimized 
(significant scale) pre-operational validation of the PRS users' functions, including 
testing of the overall PRS security framework.

The Commission asked the GSA to launch in 2009 a PRS Pilot Project definition phase in 
order to prepare the possible launch of its implementation in 2009-2010.

This pre-operational validation is essential as the PRS environment is more complex 
than that of the other services: in addition to the deployment of a service with
particular technical features and performances, a security framework has to be put in 
place, which affects not only the infrastructure architecture but also the Member States 
as future users.

The GSA expects to launch the first implementation activities of the PRS Pilot Project in 
2010 and, on the basis of the first results, to prepare initial proposals for improving the 
use of the PRS service.

Furthermore, considering that a large part of the PRS receivers will be in the proximity 
of a communication facility, there is a need to evaluate the impact that a 
communication channel could have in terms of both control of PRS access and PRS 
navigation performance. This is an area that the GSA intends to start researching in 
2010, if possible.

Main tasks in 2010

§ Launch of the first phase of implementation of the PRS Pilot Project, based on 
the preliminary development plan and initial cost estimates prepared in 2009 
and submitted to the Commission;

§ Assessment, in the frame of the PRS Pilot Project, of the match between the 
PRS technical design and the operational requirements, and identification of 
tools (including a global PRS data model) that may need to be developed to 
support PRS implementation in Member States;

§ Definition of the PRS receivers communication channel (phase A study);

§ Support to the Member States in the promotion of the PRS; and

§ Update of PRS T&V with support to the CSC-GNSS.
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7.1.3 GSMC

The GSMC will be the hub of European GNSS security. The GSMC will ensure that 
sensitive information relating to the use of PRS is suitably managed and protected. The 
GSMC will also allow the GSA to continuously monitor the security-related status and 
performance of the elements of EGNOS and Galileo and of the operation of the PRS.

The equipment for the GSMC, the part of the GSC dedicated to Galileo, will be procured 
as part of the Galileo FOC. 

The GSA was requested by the programme manager to ensure that the GSMC will be
ready for operations as from 2011.

The GSMC's mission is:

ü European GNSS security and status monitoring (for FOC, Galileo only);

ü Command and control of European GNSS in accordance with the Joint Action;

ü Management of PRS access; and

ü Provision of PRS and GNSS security expertise and analyses on request.

Main tasks in 2010

§ Preparation of the hosting facilities for the GSMC;

§ Consolidation of a GSMC development plan;

§ Preparation of the GSMC initial operation; and

§ Follow-up of GSMC technical definition and procurement undertaken by ESA.

7.1.4 European GNSS technology control regime

In 2009, the GSA drafted a discussion paper, which will support the definition of the 
objectives of a European GNSS technology control regime. The GSA expects to continue 
providing this support in 2010 and to start looking at various elements of the 
implementation of the regime, such as the definition of tools and methods that can be 
used to ensure compliance with the regime.
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Main tasks in 2010

§ Support in the update and validation of the European GNSS technology control 
regime objectives and requirements;

§ Identification of the tools and methods that can be used to actually enforce the 
European GNSS technology control regime; and

§ Support, including to the Member States, for the initial implementation of the 
European GNSS technology control regime.

7.1.5 GNSS Security Board and associated working groups

The GSB was replaced by the GNSS Security Board and its two working groups and 
three task forces. The 3SC will continue its operations until the entry into force of the 
regulation amending the GSA Regulation. The GSA will continue to provide support to 
all these bodies, particularly in the areas set out in the earlier paragraphs.

Main tasks in 2010

§ Technical, secretary and logistical support to the GNSS Security Board, working 
groups and task forces;

§ Coordination and support in the updating of the GNSS Security Board 
documentation; and

§ Generation and distribution of Chiasmus keys needed by European GNSS PSI 
participants.

7.2 Market Development

In 2010, the Commission will present its proposals for the post-2013 operations of the 
GNSS systems. The GSA's activities in the domain of market development will build on 
this proposal. The GSA's activities will contribute to, and will be aligned with, the 
Application Action Plan, to be issued by the Commission and adopted early 2010.

7.2.1 Contribution to the preparation of the commercialisation of the 
systems 

Important benefits of the European GNSS programmes will come from the market 
place, as underlined by the Commission in its communication to the Council and 
European Parliament.13

 
13 COM(2007) 534 final, 19 September 2007.
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Following the entry into force of the GNSS Regulation, the GSA has been assigned the 
task of contributing to the market take-up of the GNSS systems in order to reap the 
maximum benefit from the systems. This task, as defined by the Commission 
guidelines, can be grouped in three main axes of activity:

 Promoting the exploitation and commercialisation of the services, starting with 
EGNOS;

 understanding of the potential and main trends of the GNSS market, i.e. the 
assessment of the environment in which satellite navigation applications can 
develop, including downstream markets, the assessment of the various options 
to improve the dynamics of the market (such as market observatory, providing 
information and assistance tools for potential users, promoting industry and 
user fora), and making suitable recommendations to the Commission; and 

 contributing to the development of the market with actions to encourage the 
take-up of European GNSS services, leveraging on FP7 application projects with 
a particular focus on supporting SMEs and promotional initiatives.

7.2.2 EGNOS marketing 

The first axis aims at the early adoption of EGNOS in market segments identified as 
having the greatest short/mid-term potential.

In 2009, the GSA proposed to the Commission an EGNOS market entry strategy
targeting three market segments that were selected on the basis of the respective 
potential of economic benefits and maturity: aviation which will remain the top priority, 
followed by road and high precision applications. 

The Commission has requested the GSA to continue, in 2010, to carry out priority 
actions derived from the aforementioned strategy as a contribution to its "Application 
Action Plan," including: developing and presenting cost-benefit analyses, building 
market awareness, informing decision makers, disseminating trial results, co-marketing 
with players in the value chain, and supporting promotional activities. 

Furthermore, with EGNOS expected to be fully operational and certified for civil 
aviation, the EGNOS promotional activities should be stepped up in 2010, following first 
initiatives addressed to potential early adopters of the open signal in 2009. The 
promotion of EGNOS will require extensive contributions to the work coordinated by the 
Commission with Member States, user communities and all agents of the value chain.

One of the most important pillars of this strategy will be EGNOS' entry in the air 
navigation market. Under the aegis of the Commission, the GSA will contribute to the 
promotion of adoption schemes for aviation via initiatives targeted at airlines and 
airports, leveraging on FP7 2nd call projects.

In order to accelerate the use of EGNOS, the promotion of the system and its services 
will focus on the development of a convincing value proposition. This activity will 
leverage on demonstrations of features, differentiators and benefits, including through 
real-scale and cross-border trials when appropriate (namely, within the scope of FP7).
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The beta test of the EDAS, started at the beginning of 2009, is the first proxy of a 
European GNSS commercial service. It will run into 2010 and is expected to provide 
important information regarding demand (e.g. customer profile and benefits, market 
potential) and suitability of the current mode of access to service data. This information 
will allow the GSA to evaluate the economic potential, design the service model and 
prepare the eventual commercialisation of the service. The experience acquired with 
EDAS will also be a highly valuable asset for the definition of the Galileo Commercial 
Service.

On request of the Commission, the GSA is implementing an EGNOS Applications 
Development portal, aggregating information of special interest for investors and 
developers of new applications and for potential users in general. The GSA expects to 
continue giving special attention to the improvement of this portal.

The extension of the EGNOS coverage to the MEDA region is expected to be 
substantially undertaken in 2010, with the conclusion of the MEDA I project.

Finally, the GSA will contribute to the communication to the market of the operational 
status of EGNOS, including through the development of specific instruments aimed at 
raising EGNOS awareness in target segments and effectively communicating EGNOS 
value proposition.

Main tasks in 2010

§ Carry on the actions derived from the EGNOS market entry strategy; 

§ Promotion of the utilisation of the EGNOS open signal and safety-of-life service;

§ Analysis of the results of the EDAS beta test and development of the EDAS 
service model;

§ Contribution to EGNOS marketing communication initiatives;

§ Continuing improvement of the EGNOS Applications Development portal;

§ Analysis of other market segments with promising prospects of EGNOS 
utilisation; and

§ Conclusion of the MEDA I.

7.2.3 Market monitoring

The second axis is about improving the knowledge of the market. The Market 
Monitoring and Forecasting model developed in 2009 will be a key tool for this activity. 
It will provide a structure for the market research data and will allow market analyses 
and forecasts that will enable a better understanding of the GNSS market and of the 
overall public benefit created by the systems. By January 2010, an agreement will be 
concluded between the Commission and the GSA on the modalities under which the 
GSA will support the market monitoring needs of the Commission.
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Main tasks in 2010

§ Validation, improvement and utilisation of the Market Monitoring and 
Forecasting model; 

§ Consolidation and structuring of the market research data for EGNOS and 
Galileo; and

§ Responding to the market research data requests of the Commission.

7.2.4 Development of the Galileo market

Finally, the third axis of market-related activities regards the stimulation of new 
applications of the European GNSS systems. This activity is key to ensuring the 
sustainability of the systems and to giving an edge to the European industry in the 
global satellite-navigation market. The development of new applications will leverage on 
the FP7 funds, the management of which has been delegated to the GSA by the 
Commission.

Further to the new applications, the GSA will continue to closely follow up the 
development of the market, in general, and try to pre-empt (or at least reduce) market 
imperfections in line with the strategy and methodology developed in 2008 and 2009. 

The GSA will increase its interactions with representative market agents (e.g. focus 
groups).

The GSA will also support the Commission in the context of the Galileo and ITS Action 
Plans.

Main tasks in 2010

§ Leveraging on FP7 projects and complementary interactions with industry and 
potential users to promote the development of new applications;

§ Providing information and assistance to potential users and investors in new 
applications;

§ Promoting industry and user fora in priority market segments; and

§ Coordination with Member States' initiatives aiming at the promotion of 
satellite-navigation applications.
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7.3 Research and Development

7.3.1 FP7

As outlined in the Commission's guidelines, FP7 projects on applications and security 
will be managed by the GSA according to the terms of the existing delegation under 
Article 54(b) of the Financial Regulation.

The supervision of the projects from the FP7 1st and 2nd calls will continue. By the end 
of 2009, 51 projects (applications and security) should be directly managed by the 
GSA. 

Leveraging on the proven methodology, the experience and the initial results of the FP7 
1st and 2nd call projects, the GSA will prepare the launch of the FP7 3rd call, on request 
of the Commission. 

The handling of a new FP7 call (from the preparation of the publication to the signature 
of the grant agreements or contracts) consumes considerable resources and has to 
respect strict deadlines. This effort has to be closely coordinated with the management 
of the portfolio of on-going projects from previous calls, meaning that a peak in the FP7 
workload will be reached in 2010.

7.3.1.1 Applications development and promotional initiatives

18 projects were launched in 2008 under the FP7 1st call and 29 will be launched under 
the FP7 2nd call starting from December 2009. Consequently, at the beginning of 2010, 
about 47 application projects will be running.

The work programme for the FP7 3rd call for proposals will be submitted to the 
Commission in 2010. It is expected that such work programme will be framed by the 
principles followed in the two previous calls: FP7-funded activities will, on the one hand,
support a vertical market acceleration strategy and action plan to stimulate the most 
valuable or mature market segments and, on the other hand, will offer opportunities for 
breakthrough innovation independently from the area of application; a considerable 
part of the funds available will be dedicated to innovative applications, SME and 
international cooperation.

Main tasks in 2010:

§ Management of 18 projects of the FP7 1st call and around 30 of the FP7 2nd call; 
and

§ Launch of applications-related projects the FP7 3rd call (from preparation of the 
publication to the signature of grant agreements and contracts).
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7.3.1.2 Support activities in the security domain

A study on the preparation of the prototyping and manufacturing of PRS receivers 
(PROGRESS14), including the process of standardization, safety certification and 
security accreditation was launched under the FP7 1st call.

For the FP7 2nd call, the main contracts launched on security and PRS are: the 
demonstrator of anti-tampering technologies at receiver level (FORTRESS15); a PRS 
management simulation tool to support the PRS pre-operational phase (PROPHET16); 
and a study on interference and jamming detection and mitigation to support the 
validation of requirements at system and user segment levels (PROTECTOR17).

The definition of the security-related projects under the FP7 3rd call will be finalised in
the beginning of 2010.

Main tasks in 2010

§ Management of FP7 1st call and FP7 2nd call projects; and

§ Launch of security-related projects under FP7 3rd call (from preparation of the 
publication to the signature of grant agreements and contracts).

7.3.2 GKMF

The virtual library known as GKMF was open to limited public access through the Internet 
in January 2009. In 2010, the two years of production will have provided enough 
experience and a review of its functionality and an upgrade of the capacity will most 
probably be necessary.

All the information on the systems and results of the R&D projects will continue to be 
uploaded, structured and made available through secured access, according to the 
privileges assigned to users. Other information will be added, in order to cover the widest 
possible range of relevant activities. In addition, information from the virtual library that 
is publicly accessible will be made available through GNSS-related web portals.

Main tasks in 2010

§ Upload of new information on the systems and results of the R&D projects; and

§ Improvement and upgrade of the GKMF platform.

 
14 PROgramme for Governmental Receivers Specification and Standardization.
15 FORge of Tamper-RESistant Security module.
16 PROPHET: PRS Operations Performance Handy Evaluation Tool.
17 PROTECTOR: PRS Operational Tool to Evaluate and Counteract Threats Originating from Radio-sources.
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7.3.3 International cooperation 

The GSA will provide support in the implementation of the Galileo international 
strategy. In particular it will manage FP7 projects supporting international cooperation 
in line with the objectives set by the Commission for that matter.

The GSA will continue to manage projects within the programmes of scientific and 
technical cooperation with NRSCC (China) and MATIMOP (Israel), where such projects 
are related to the development of Galileo applications and the user segment. The 
technology-related projects within these programmes and the international agreements 
and implementing conventions with these two countries will be managed by the 
Commission.

On request of the Commission, the GSA will continue to coordinate the activities of the 
Galileo Information Centres in China and Latin America, pursuing the effort initiated in 
2008 to maintain the local visibility of the centres, streamline their activities in line with 
the Galileo international strategy and leverage on cross synergies.

Finally, the GSA will remain responsible for concluding the implementation of the MEDA 
project under MEDA I, in accordance with the delegation agreement received from the 
Commission (DG AIDCO), and in line with the strategy for international cooperation in 
GNSS designed by the Commission. The MEDA II activities will be transferred back to 
the Commission.

Main tasks in 2010

§ Continuation of the scientific and technical cooperation with NRSCC (China) and 
MATIMOP (Israel) in market development-related domains; and

§ Supervision of the Information Centres' activities in China and Latin America.

7.4 General Administration

A substantial part of the GSA resources and efforts will continue to be invested in 
financial, legal and human resources tasks that underpin the core activities related to 
the security and commercialisation of the European GNSS services, the proper 
functioning of the GSA as a Community agency with legal personality and the work of 
the Administrative Board.

Efficiency gains will continue to be pursued in 2010, focusing in particular on 
information systems and process design: roll-out of the HR information system; and 
development and deployment of the activity-based costing system, which will be 
provided by the Commission DG Budget.
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1. iNTROBUCrnON 

Tbe GNSS Regulation which entered into force on 25 July 2008^ created a legal 
framework for the EU satellite navigation programmes EGNOS and GalilcOj as well' 
as budgetary stability. The Regulation has also recast the division of competences 
between the various aetors^ involved, including the European GNSS Supervisory 

fil accordance with the GNSS Regulation tbe European Parliament and Council are 
the ultiiuate political decision-making bodies for the programmes, in particular for 
the overall programme objectives and definition of services to be provided by 
EGNOS and Galileo and for the decisions on the stibsequeat phases of the 

For iu p m , the Biropean Commission is responsible for the o^verall rflaimgCment of 
tM pragrammes including' for the 'management of t^e' .teds aHQcated to the 
programmes (/Article 12(2) of the GNSS Regulation). The Commission exercises, 
responsibility for the implementation of Galileo and EGNOS and controls the 
mission and system defmitions as well as the system implementation, including; 
system security, of EGNOS and Galileo. This includes coordinating stakeholder 
requirements, the prevention ofduplication of tasks and establishing appropriate risk 
management mechanisms. It designates a Programme Manager witli operational 
responsibilityfor the implementation ofthe Galileo and EGNOS programmes as well 
a^ the necessary technical and management personnel who eh^i^e £31 appropriate 
iiitertaees with, the GSA. 

The GNSS Regulation also addresses the role of" tlie European GN^S Supervisory 
Airthority (GSA) in lhe ftirther implementation ofthe European--GNSS Programmes^ 
stating specifically in its article 16 that 

".v-.tlm Authorit}' shali accomplish the following fmh within tke programmes in 
accordance with -guidelines issued by the. CommissiQw 

(d) "̂ iM resar i ip tk&. mcurip oj 

(i)- security mer&ditdiion: to thai ^ e e t ii shall initiate and monitor the 
mphmmtation:of security procedures' dndpefforni sysiem sectirity mdits, 

(t^ the operatidn cf .tke Galileo security centre, implemented in accordance with 
decisions taken pursuant to Artide 13- and the InstructiGm provided under Joint 
Action 2a94/552/CFSP; 

(h) it shall contrihute to the preparation oftfie- tomfn&rtiali&dtion of ike systems, 
including tke nee^-ssary- market armfyslsi 

RegulatiOjj (EC) No 6g3/200S-of tlie Eut&peaa Parliament aad ©f^e Council of 9 July 2008 oa ^e^ 
further irnpiemcntation oftlie-Bwc^S^ satellite nawgatiem iHio^mmes lEGNOS'-and-Cialilee!)̂  OJ L 
196,24,7.2008, p , i 



(c) tt 
Commission, in- acc&rdmce with- Article S4(2)(b) of the Financia] Repilatton, 

m 

(tl) enmrmg 
authons.ed, certificmion bodies'". 

are c^rtim 

This docamait establishes the Commission's guideline to tbe GSA referred to 
above. In doing so it follows the distinction ofthe three areas Of work outlined above 
-' security^ commercialisation and' "otfe tasks", providing targets attd 
methodoiogical guidance in each of these-ateas. 

The.actual tasks to te per&rmed by the GSA will be defined in detail by the work 
pjpogmrtime ofthe GSA, according to Article' 11 ofthe GSA Regulation.̂  

ticiple of a strict division of res] 
avoid duplication of tasfe as Mghligbted by Artfcie 12.1 and 12.2 ofthe GHSS 
Kiegulation* and taking into account the instiuitionai framework, the present 

Midelines Ibr th 

leJeea!^ to 

As" described above, the GNSS Regulation assigns specific tasks to the GSA, referred 
to as core tasks here, but also leaves the possibility of further tasks being conferred to 
rtie GSA by the Commission. This chapter lisLs the tasks attributed lo the GSA by X\m 
GHSS'Regulation Jteelf, uotably paragraphs (a) mid-(b> of article 16. These tasks are 

n the basis 

XX, Seeunty Accre^ttadon 

2.1.1. Scope anS obi&ctive.s-

Tto: "European GNSS Super^qsory Authority ensures security aecredftstion of the 
^^ems. To this effect, tbe GSA engages and supervise the implementation of 
sectirity procedares and performs security audits ofthe European GNSS systetns. 

1IJ2. 

Cf) The fmal accreditation Ifatne will be defined by the foreSeert Regulation 
amending- Remiation 13.21/2004 which Will align "the latter on Reaulatlott. 

an 
Eiiroî an satellit mŝ <>-navî tlai pro^^Iases, OJ L 2^, p. 



(2) Until entry into force ofthe new iframe* and 'Without prejudiee to effects <^the 

(t) The GSA shall be fesponsible for managing the process Of security 
accreditation, 

(4) The GSA shall detait"the schedule of activities and dehverables, including 
a security accrediation implementation plan, in its anniml work programme. 

"(5) As decided by the GvSA Administrative Board, the GSA provides the 
'^propriate management and technical sapport to ensure that the- Galileo 
Securily Accreditation Panel (GSAP) addresses the .associated issues. 

The OS:AP is key to coordihatfiig the various partners at "European and national level 
It grists the GSA in undertaking the technical and operational activities needed for 

IMation ofthe secutity features of Galileo in the frame of its accreditation. 

The QSA shall siMml %% teohtiictl reyfe^ and their outcomes m the 
ftjfm of ae^editation imports to the GSAP, for their analysis and final 

2.2. Operations of the G ^ [ C 

2.2.1. ^ p e dndobfeGti-\m 

The European GKSS Supervisory Authority operates the European GMSS Secutity 
Momtorittg Centre (GSMC). 

2.2.2. The European 'GNSS Security Momt^ring Centre (GSMC} 

SA shall assl^ i ^ Commission .m pr©pariii!g dii 
GSMC. It will notably be involve^ at' the requ^t of Ihe Commission 
Programme Manager, in aspects of the defmition, development and 
deployment of the GSMC. The GSA shall provide s drat, detailed GSMC 
development plan and, if confirmed by the Commission Programme Managê ;, 
prepare and procure a GSMC site and deploy the GMSC interfaces with the 
Member States and the Council, in, cbse co-ordinatioit with the former. 
Furthermore, the GSA will be provided by the Commission's Programme 
Manager copies, of all interim and final deHvembles ofthe GSMC. The GSA 
jRiiaily operates, the GSMC interfeces between the GSMC and the Member 
States^ Counci! and other relevant bodies, in close coordination widi the 
Commission's Programme Manager. This activity vî ill need to take into 
account a future decision on the location of the GSMC as weU as &g 

and deployment planning sterhming; #otn the FOC contracts. 

In tottm. of scheduling, the GSA is expected to he ready to .^sist the 
Commission in the developmeM of the GSMC and plan its operational 
responsibility. Handover of the operations of the GSMC to the GSA simuU 
omw in 201L .Full opemtiona I .status ofthe GSMC is expected in 2012. 



p). The GSA shall enttire that the GSMC" establishes and maintains a "database of 
all PES Users and r^eivers duly authorised, and that it will undcttake the 
distribution ofthe keys needed for access tothe service for all of them. 

(3) Ihe-GSA shaE epswethatthe 0SMG is'^Je^ted m &11 eomplianee with the 
PRS access poiicy, with the Security instructions and with any relevant 

23, Contrlhutloa td the preparatton of the cdmmerdallsation of the s^ f̂ems 

2.3.]. Recommendations for th 

The GNSS Regulation requires the Commission to submit' to the European 
Padiament and the Cotmcil in 2010 a proposal for the exploitation phase of the 
GKSS programmes, addressing public ownership of the system, possible rcvenue-
shaj*ing mechanisms and pricing policies. 

(i) At the requat ot ai5d in ihll eoordit̂ ation with, tte Cotninissio» Pr^atume 
Manager,̂  the GSA-shall help ewry- out the analyses on which the Commission 

ition.phase of the-GNSS Pmsr'a 

provide te^ommeralations and eawy otJt actbm regarding the 
development of markets and in order to promote the exploitation and 
eommm:cialisation of EGNOS and Gaiileo. 

oontiibute to establishing relevant policies for, and in, the ^plication 
^etor (e.g. IPR, liability regime). 

2J..2. EncQ0-aging:m&rh 

The development of satellite navigation application with high potential for economic, 
ofthe prioritii 

(1) The GSA, in coordination with the Commission ŝ cr̂ ĉes in charge of GW'SS 
applications at the European Commission, shall assess the environment in 
which satellite navigation applications can develop, including the commercial 
market, and propose strategies and undertake actions to encourage the take-up 
•of GNSS services, leveraging FP7 appiication projects. A paitieular focus 
shouid be on supporting.small and medium-sized enterprises and market 

To achieve this, ths GSA. shall assess the various options (such as market 
ohservatoty, providing information and â sist̂ aftGe toOls for potential userŝ ^ 
promoting induMry and xmm fo.ra) and m^e suitable recommendatioiB' to-the 

(2) The GSA shall give adviee, oh the requirements of SMEs in teims-
innovative ftnaneial tools and of clustering and on ! 
on satellite navtaatlon. 



GSA 

chapter outline the activities falling ut^te M k h 16(0) of the 
Regulation, ke. etrtru.sted to the GSA on initiative of the Commission. Several 
activities ai-e already entrusted to the GSA by Delegation Agreement C/2007/6439'of 
12/12/2007 from the Commissbh. 

the activities described below iie-quim the conclusion of Belegation Agreement(s) 
between the Comrrrission and the GSA^ m m;cotdmice with Article 54(2)(b) of the 

Ife. activities to te delegated to the GSA witl be detailed fmxh t̂ in the resp^tive 
Delegation Agrccment(s) and are therefore only broadly outlined here, in order to 
provide a complete picture ofthe GSA's potential nmr^ace for action. 

The GSA might be charged with implementing' these activities, inchidihi making 
project proposals to ihe Commission's Pro^rnme Manager, organising the 
evaluation of project proposals and preparing the selection of retained projects, 
coî cluding the coiaracts and managing their techitieaij contractual and administfat.ive 
follow-up and provHing for regular reporting to the Commission of relev^t project 
results. The GSA shall efesely coo^inate t h ^ aetivtties with the Commission's 
Programme Manager, 

The objective of these activities is to foster the use of positioning and navigation 
applications in the foreseen GNSS mass-market appHcations and to place EIT 
industries, with Galileo and EGNOS, at the forclrom in order'to capture part ofthe 
growing worldwide satellite navigation market. 

This will b 
end user requirements fer the whole range of Open Service, Safety of life (^.g, 
authentication, simplified use of integrky information) and consHerciai service 
appHcations of EGNOS and Galileo, in line with the Commission GNSS strategies 
and action plans for application development and intenmtional eoopemtion. 

1,2* Sttpport activities in the securi% domain 

Eurthof work is needed on certain aspects ofthe GNSS security policy. Specifically, 
this concerns application development in key technologies required for the FRS user 
segment, further research and development into security certification and speci^e 
see^nty aecreditatioa issues, such as related to PRS receivers and technology 
accreditation .mechanisms. 

Preparatory work needs- to 'be undertaken on the Galileo Security IvWftoring Centre, 
itKihiding on the preparation and implementation ofthe PRS Access Policy and its 
opet^ioiBl managem^tt, as ̂ well as issues i^toed to ê ĵ ort contTol. 

Ptrter research and development must also be imdertaken to ensure eomphanee of 
the GNSS services with security requirements of safety ctitfeal applications In land 
tmnsportation, miarine navigation, a.rtd civil aviation. 



4^ GlHERAL PRI?fCIPLlS OF C O O P E S A H O N >i x m ANB THE 

The success of the European GNSS programme requires a Joint efibrt of the actors 
C 

t% 

4.2. 

in charge of ONSS at t>G TREN and the Executive Birector will meet 
regularly .fot; an exchange of views on the overall strategic 

nominated in the Comm 
exchange of information 
will ensure that the res' 
the implementation of 

ssion services and the GSA who will be-resp 
their respective fields of activity. These 

ive teams in the two organisations work 
GNSS Programmes whilst maintainit^ 

contact points-
towards-

mmission conlact point 
ation role within the C 

relations with the GSA, given his overal 

on all GSA cammunicadon with otter Commision services. 

4.1/ . is on staffand. 

pmjudiee to the reporting requirements formulated in 
'ementCs) signed between the Commission and the GSA, the Director in cto:ge 

N̂ tequires quarterly reports on budgetary 
u The GSA shall endeavour to submit these 

eftd of the tirst week following the 31 March, 30 June, 30 S 
.s by the 
and 31 

43:2. Tmkspecific rsp&ris 

If the Director in charge of GNSS at TO TREN 
implementation reports on the specific activiiie 
scope and focus ofthe desired report will be ou 

appropriate, he may requ^ 
e GSA. In 

4.4. Afwiual work programme ofthe Europeait QM 

Betbre presenting a dra:ll or revision of its work 
Board, the Director in charge of GNSS at DG 
purpose, he shall receive the draft at least two 

ramme to its Administrative, 
be const 

suMtantive consultation- an< 

To ensum 
each year 

tbe final adopt! 
byC 

>fthe GSA Work Pro 
Regulation, the draft 

•gramme before 3.0 •'November 
that should form the basis 



official Commission opinion on the work programme in h'ne with Article 6 b) ofthe 
GSA Regulation should he sent to the Director in charge of GNSS at DG TBEK by 
the-end of August. 

the two organisations diotild aim to a^^ve adoption ofthe Gommfeskjn's opinion 
ôa the GSA's Work Programme m dm time before- its ptescntation to the GSA's 
AdministtatiTe Hoard, 

4S^ Prepam^on and attendance of CNSS Corantlttee meetings 

Subject te the applicable tales of Rocedure, representative of the GSA will 
partidpate as observers at. the meetings of the European GNSS Programmes 
Committee, as well as other working groups of relevance to the GSA's activities. 
Participation should be at the appropriate levels namely its Executive Director, the 
managers of the GSA and the desk officer concerned by the agenda items to be 
discussed during the meeting ofthe Committee. 

TTie GSA will be invited to: contribttte and comment on the documents to be 
delivered to the GNSS Committee which concern areas, of activity ofthe GSA.. On 
request of tbe Director in charge of GNSS at DG TREN, the GSA will provide 
contributions for Committee meetings,, e.g. by giving presentations or providing 
written texts. 
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